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Abstract

The armed invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation has adversely affected the
relations between Russia and Western countries. Among other aspects, it has put sci-
entific cooperation and collaboration into question and changed the scientific landscape
significantly. Cooperation between some Western institutions and their Russian and Be-
larusian partners were put on hold after February 24, 2022. The CERN Council decided
at its meeting in December 2023 to terminate cooperation agreements with Russia and
Belarus that date back a decade.

CERN is an international institution with UN observer status, and has so far played a
role in international cooperation which was independent of national political strategies.

We argue that the Science4Peace idea still has a great value and scientific collabora-
tion between scientists must continue, since fundamental science is by its nature an in-
ternational discipline. A ban of scientists participating in international cooperation and
collaboration is against the traditions, requirements and understanding of science.

We call for measures to reactivate the peaceful cooperation of individual scientists on
fundamental research in order to stimulate international cooperation for a more peaceful
world in the future. Specifically, we plead for finding ways to continue this cooperation
through international organizations, such as CERN and JINR.

*Corresponding author and contact person: hannesjung@science4peace.com
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1 The historical international cooperation at CERN and the Sci-
ence for Peace mission

In the aftermath of World War II, nations came together and formed the United Nations
(UN) with the purpose, as stated in the first article of the UN charter [1], "... to take effective
collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace". With more than
100 wars and military conflicts since then [2], we are further away than ever from this ideal,
marking a significant failure of diplomacy to prevent those wars.

Figure 1: Thousands of brass shells in
Russian military storage were melted-
down for use in the CMS detector
(from [3])

In a similar spirit as the UN, CERN was
founded in 1954 to bring nations together
through peaceful scientific collaboration. Re-
markably, just one year after its foundation,
cooperation between CERN and Soviet sci-
entists began via the Joint Institute for Nu-
clear Research (JINR) in Dubna [4] and then,
in 1967, via the Institute for High Energy
Physics in Protvino. In 2014, on the occa-
sion of CERN’s 60th anniversary, the for-
mer Director-General Rolf Heuer wrote that
"CERN has more than fulfilled the hopes and
dreams of advancing science for peace" [5].

The construction of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [6, 7] at CERN as well as the
experimental detectors of the big LHC exper-
iments was possible because of significant
contributions from the Russian and Belarusian institutes. In particular, a part of the calorime-
ter of the CMS detector [3] was built from melted-down brass Russian navy shells (Fig. 1),
a wonderful expression of the spirit of the Swords to Ploughshares sculpture at the UN head-
quarters.

CERN is the international center for particle physics, with the world’s largest particle
collider, the LHC, and hosting the largest international scientific collaborations ATLAS, CMS,
ALICE and LHCb of up to 4000 scientists each. CERN is the only place at present, where
fundamental physics at the frontier of the highest energies can be performed. It is where the
Future Circular Collider (FCC) [8, 9] is being discussed, a new project that, if approved, is
planned to start operations in the 2040’s and expected to deliver data until the end of this
century.

CERN was established first at an intergovernmental meeting of UNESCO in Paris in De-
cember 1951 [10] and has been granted UN - Observer status [11] and has therefore respon-
sibilities beyond those of national institutes that are controlled by national policies.

CERN has served as a model for the SESAME project [12, 13] in the Middle East, as well
as for the proposal to build a similar scientific infrastructure in the Western Balkans called
SEEIST [14], bringing together scientists from Albania, Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
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Montenegro and Serbia.
Fundamental research, being funded by public resources for the advancement of knowl-

edge, is not just global public good but is also powerful instruments for intercultural dia-
logue and peace – especially during times of crisis. One of CERN’s basic principles is that
results in fundamental research shall have no concern with work for military requirements and
the results of its experimental and theoretical work shall be published or otherwise made generally
available, as written in CERN’s convention [15]. Several other institutes and universities have
also declared, that their research is only for non-military purposes in a the so-called Civil
Clause [16, 17].

2 The change in science policy and the damage to international
relations

The armed invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation at the end of February 2022 and the
suffering inflicted on countless innocent civilians, including scientists, has received strong
international condemnation. Despite pro-war statements from the heads of some Russian
organisations, many Russian physicists opposed the war and immediately signed petitions
against it [18]. In March 2022, as a reaction to the war in Ukraine, many national Western
science institutions put bans on their historical scientific cooperation with Russian institu-
tions. However, in an article in the CERN courier in 2022 the former CERN director Herwig
Schopper has argued "Science for Peace? More than ever" [19].

The International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) [20]) has taken a clear
position against exclusion of scientists from participating in conferences or events on the
basis of their nationality or their affiliation [21, 22]. The president of IUPAP found very clear
words against exclusion of scientists at a panel discussion reported in Ref. [23].

In February 2023 the LHC experiments at CERN decided to remove all affiliations from
the authors from the Russian and Belarusian institutions in publications* [24] (examples in
Refs. [25–28]). This was a discriminatory act based on the country of affiliation. In con-
trast, other non-CERN international collaborations continued with their original author-list,
listing all affiliations on equal footing (see e.g. Refs. [29–31]). It is crucial to note that interna-
tional scientific cooperation with Russia still continues elsewhere, e.g. XFEL [32], ESA [33],
ITER [34], and ISS [35] and at the Japanese research center KEK and the Belle II experiment
that it hosts. The LHC Collaborations could have adopted a similar model of cooperation,
according to which scientific collaboration is not to be interpreted as an endorsement of the
policies of the governments in which countries the institutes are located. This would be a
more equitable compromise, enabling continued scientific collaboration despite differences
in the political positions, for which scientists bear no responsibility.

The ban on long established scientific cooperation unexpectedly also affected CERN,
whose Council – where the member states of CERN are represented – deliberated on the
status of the existing cooperation agreements with Russian and Belarusian Institutes – and

*The original documents of the decisions of the experiments are not available publicly, only internally.
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decided to terminate them [36, 37]. However, the consequences of this decision went much
further than removing the framework for establishing scientific collaboration, it also called
for termination of existing agreements, therewith denying access of Russian and Belarusian
scientists to scientific data and equipment that they jointly own (with just one of many ex-
amples shown in Fig. 1).

The decision of the CERN Council in December 2023 to terminate cooperation with Rus-
sia and Belarus marks a significant change in science diplomacy: this decision breaks with
CERN’s mission of Science for Peace [38]. The consequences of the decision of the CERN
Council can hardly be overestimated as it may affect future international projects and it raises
the following troublesome questions: will countries still invest a significant amount of finan-
cial and personal resources in projects, where they risk being excluded at some stage ? Will
countries in the Middle- and Far East, from Africa or South-America still have trust in CERN
? Or will they invest in projects in other regions? Or will there be more investment in military
- instead of fundamental - research ?

The decision of the CERN Council to terminate the cooperation agreements could lead to
a break in the cooperation between European and Russian science in general and can lead to
irreversible consequences on an international scale. Several countries may begin to question
their cooperation with CERN.

Cooperations and collaborations are to a large extent based on trust, trust that the in-
vestment will pay off and trust that agreements to cooperate will be respected. All this is
now under question. It has created mis-trust, a shock and frustration that the scientific com-
munity as a whole did not oppose clearly the discriminatory political decisions to terminate
participation in research at CERN.

Our Russian and Belarusian colleagues have suddenly become personae non gratae at
CERN. Some of the consequences of this exclusion were already summarized in FAQ’s pub-
lished by the CERN users office [39], immediately after the decision of the CERN Council in
December 2023.

As already stated, limiting international scientific collaboration is against the advance-
ment of knowledge, which is not just a global public good but also a powerful instrument
for intercultural dialogue and peace – especially during times of crisis. If we take the UN
charter seriously, we must support measures that help to prevent and remove threats to
peace. It is important to note, that the UN (with CERN holding UN observer status [11]) did
not endorse any scientific exclusion of researchers from any international cooperation. The
LHC has been a prime example for friendly cooperation on a global scale, naturally including
Ukrainian scientists who now deserve our special support.

Excluding a significant part of the scientific community from international projects, like
the LHC [7] at CERN puts politics before science. It intensifies tensions with Russian and
Belarusian colleagues who oppose the Russian invasion and is against the basic principles
on which CERN was founded. The adoption of sanctions can be used as a template in fu-
ture conflicts. However, as in the United Nations, we, the international science community,
must insist that especially in difficult times cooperation in international organizations must
continue, rather than countries being expelled from such organizations.
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Excluding a whole community from international projects like the LHC means, that they
are excluded from analysis of data that they have helped to record using detectors that they
have developed, and hence lose credit for any forthcoming discoveries. Moreover, those
scientists are excluded from shaping fundamental science at the forefront via international
interactions and discussion that are essential ingredients in peaceful cooperation between
people, nations and states in the present and the future.

This is all the more regrettable because throughout its 70-year history CERN has been
a role-model for collaborative scientific work and international collaboration, and other im-
portant international projects like SESAME [13] and SEEIST [14] were designed having the
success of CERN in mind. If CERN is to keep this role, also for future projects and collabora-
tive efforts, it needs to operate as a model for a World Laboratory, where all those interested
in common scientific goals and shared responsibilities are welcome. Shutting the doors for
countries, with whom CERN member states have political differences, would seriously com-
promise its model character.

In a recent publication [23], the enormous consequences of sanctions in science were dis-
cussed, and it was argued, that they are very harmful for scientific progress and scientific
culture. In an opinion article Science needs cooperation, not exclusion in the CERN courier of
March 2024 [40] arguments for a continuing dialogue across all borders are given. The Geneva
Observer reported on the consequences of the CERN Council decision in [41].

3 The Science4Peace Initiative
In order to keep a certain level of trust and responsibility in an international organization,
everything must be done to ensure that scientists from Russia and Belarus who have con-
tributed with know-how, research, building parts of the detector, responsibilities in exper-
imental analyses and in physics research will continue to be able to use for non-military
scientific purposes any data and knowledge resulting from the experiments until their com-
pletion.

We call for a return to an equitable, non-discriminatory treatment of all authors who have
contributed to scientific results. A straight-forward solution has been adopted by the Belle II
collaboration, who waived all affiliations in scientific publications [42].

We therefore propose, as immediate action, to limit negative consequences in the present
situation through the following steps:

• Grant continued access to data and any knowledge resulting from experiments to the
collaborating scientists without any discrimination. In the present crisis, CERN should
work out a modus operandi by fostering collaborations through international institutes,
such as JINR, Dubna, Russia, so as to allow collaborating scientists continuing access
to CERN;

• Sign scientific publications in a fair manner, either only with names (omitting the
names of affiliated institutes and laboratories), or else state their affiliations, on an
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equal basis for all, acknowledging also the support received from the organizations
and funding agencies for carrying out the experiments.

Each individual scientist should be able to decide which topic to work on and who to
collaborate with. These decisions are covered by the generally accepted principle of Freedom
of Science, which has constitutional or legal status in most EU Member States [43] and many
other countries and is covered by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights by the United Nations [44]. Therefore it is only appropriate that the scientists them-
selves play a leading role in the scientific planning and organization of their research.

Each individual scientist believing in the universal and international ideas of scientific re-
search and in the basic ideas of Science for Peace, shall be supported to contribute by starting
new and dedicated collaborations with scientists who are otherwise excluded. New projects
and cooperations are rather easy to execute in theory and phenomenology, and are being
continued today. In experimental particle physics, the situation is more difficult, as access to
detectors and accelerators as well as to the data which are recorded, is needed. However, for
several years an Open Data Portal [45] has existed, where the LHC experiments provide a
subset of their recorded data together with the relevant software and tools for further anal-
ysis. Some publications based on these Open Data have already been performed (e.g., in
Refs [46,47]). This may serve as an interim, partial template for open access to LHC data and
they may help to not loose or establish contacts, especially for those that are currently being
excluded from the collaborations.

Going beyond these steps, we propose, as a Science4Peace Initiative:

• Allowing and encouraging international scientific cooperation among all countries com-
mitted to the United Nations charter;

• Continuing scientific communication between individuals and continuing to produce
common scientific publications on fundamental physics, without political constraints;

• Initiating dedicated projects in theory and phenomenology, as well as in experimental
physics based on openly accessible resources, for interested scientists on the basis of
universal non-military scientific goals, independent of the nationality, gender or color
of the participating scientists;

• Allowing wide conference participation, independently of restrictions, by holding con-
ferences at least in hybrid mode, which will also reduce significantly flights and the
associated ecological footprint [48];

• Organizing international summerschools for students that are either fully online or
open to students from anywhere, with full coverage provided for travel and local ex-
penses.

The enormous consequences resulting from the decision of the CERN Council affect not
only the present ongoing research but, even more importantly, the future of basic scientific
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research, and career prospects of young scientists. Therefore this decision demands com-
mon, far-sighted and cooperative actions in reply. We encourage the international scientific
community to support this, as a Science for Peace initiative, with more ideas and initiatives
to counter the threatened scientific schism.

Acknowledgments. We thank all participants of the Science4Peace Forum for supporting dis-
cussions. In particular, we thank Vladimir Lipp for helpful discussions and constructive
comments on the text.
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